PARCS Equipment RFP Questions and Responses
Questions from 10/14/2019 optional tour. No other questions were submitted.
1. Why a different insurance requirement for the Forest Structure?
The Forest Structure is co-owned by the City of Ann Arbor and the University of
Michigan and has a different insurance requirement than the rest of the system.
2. Is Dealer required to install electric and communication runs?
DDA will provide electric and communication lines to installation locations if they do
not already exist.
3. What is meant by “proximity to Ann Arbor”?
We would like to understand where service and/or training centers are located, and
what resources are available there.
4. Please clarify gate counts at Forest, 4th & Washington and Ann Ashley. RFP page 33.
Corrected gate counts are as follows:
Forest- 5 gates
4th & Washington- 4 gates
Ann Ashley- 5 gates
5. Can you provide information on type of AVI and proximity credentials currently in use?
Samples can be provided upon request.
6. Please clarify number of loops per lane.
Four loops for reversing lanes. Two loops for non-reversing lanes. Can use existing
loops.
7. What is timeline for decision?
DDA staff will make a recommendation to the DDA Operations Committee in November.
The DDA Board is expected to take action approving a project budget in December or
January. DDA will work with selected Dealer to develop purchase and installation
schedule.
8. Please explain how you would like to see cost breakdown.

Please use the template provided in Attachment D as a guide. Other items, such as cost
for performance bond, can be added in as needed.
9. Will switches be provided?
DDA will provide any necessary switches and NEMA enclosures.
10. What are you looking for in a valet management system?
Currently there is no system in place. DDA would like the option to be able to track and
charge back valet parkers/operations that use the public system. We are interested in
learning what our options are.
11. Please clarify warranties.
On page 28 of the RFP (Pay Stations #2) it states that a 3-year warranty is required for
pay stations. All equipment and system components provided the Dealer as part of this
RFP should be covered by a 3-year warranty.

